CPQ:

What Does It Do?
CPQ (n) — quoting technology that automates
how reps
C: conﬁgure a suite of products and services
P: price, including discounts and pricing
approvals
Q: quote with appropriate contract terms so
they can be more accurate in quoting and
close deals faster

CPQ is Nothing New.
PRE-1980s

1980s

“Product conﬁgurators”
were developed—highly
custom, clunky software
closely tied to orders
and ERP.

Manual sales quoting
processes result in lost
time, errors, and unhappy
customers.
1990s

LATE-1990s

Cloud computing makes
a case for the enterprise
with the likes of Salesforce
and other pioneers.

Sales force automation
and CRM are in their
infancy. Sales quoting
solutions are still highly
customized, diﬃcult, and
expensive.
LATE-2000s

2010s

CPQ ﬁnds its way into the
mainstream enterprise,
Cloud, and our hearts.

Analysts coin the term,
“CPQ”, giving innovative
businesses like SteelBrick
fuel to ﬁnd a better way
for quoting.
NOW

CPQ is considered a crux of
business, bringing the front
and back oﬃce together.

Things to look for
in a modern CPQ.
Consider these questions.
DO YOU USE CRM? IF SO,
WOULD CPQ INTEGRATE?
Leveraging the same customer data as your
CRM is critical. Otherwise, you'll be stuck
with duplication, silos—ultimately a
disconnected experience.

IS YOUR SALES TEAM MOBILE?
It'd be great if your CPQ solution is mobile as
well, right? Creating a quote while in the same
room with a customer is the best way to
guarantee a better buying experience for them.

IS YOUR PLATFORM SMART?
Artiﬁcial Intelligence is all the rage in business.
But it's important to be practical—a CPQ that
helps your price using market and historical
trends, and then helps your forecast and feed
downstreams systems can help you demystify
where AI ﬁts in your business strategy.

HOW IMPORTANT IS QUICK
AND AFFORDABLE?
This is a packed question. It involves picking the
right vendor, the right partner, a platform that
scales as your business grows, etc. It pays to do
the due diligence and demand to have an open
and honest conversation with your vendor.

So, about the return...
But what should CPQ do for you? We feel,
like any technology investment you make,
it should go above and beyond.

10x

faster quote
generation

95%

Quote with speed
and accuracy.

Optimize discounting
and pricing.

reduction in
approval time

30%

2x

faster from
quote to cash

quicker ramp
for new reps

Manage invoices,
orders, and reporting
in one place.

Connect any sales
process, any system.

Be A Trailblazer.
In the 4th Industrial Revolution, where everything is
connected and intelligent, it takes a trailblazer to pave the
way and succeed for their business. Salesforce CPQ is proud
to help these trailblazers, and more, tackle the quoting
conundrum. And we'd love to share more with you.

Check out our guided tour of Salesforce CPQ.

START MY TOUR

